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Anti-Suffrage Arguments
Anti-Suffragists say that the "The Voter, in giving a vote, pledges
himself to uphold the consequences of his vote at all costs " and
that "women are physically incapable of making this pledge."

What does this Mean?
When the issue at a General Election is PEACE or WAR, and a
man votes for WAR, does he himself have to fight?

No! !
The men who fight are seldom qualified to vote, and the men who
vote are never compelled to fight.

What Is the Voters part in War?
He is called upon to PAY THE BILL.

Are Women Physically incapable of this ?
Apparently NOT.
They are forced to pay in equal proportions with the men who

alone have made the decision. Surely this is not fair! Since men
and women are equally involved in the consequences, should not
men and women equally have power to decide ?

"But some matters discussed in the House of Commons
concern men more than women."
True, but just as many concern women more than men.
Is not the Housing Problem a woman's question since

"Woman's Place Is the Home?"
Are not EDUCATION, a Pure Milk Supply, and a Children's
Charter questions for women, since

"The Woman's Business is to
look after the Baby?"
Is not the Taxation of Food a woman's question since women are

"The Housekeepers of the Nation?"
Women claim votes, not because they are, or want to be, LIKE
MEN, but because they are Different, and have somewhat
different interests and different views. They want the vote as a
tool, with which to do not Men's Work, but Women's Work,
which men have left undone, or are trying unsuccessfully to do.
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LET THE WOMEN HELP!
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"Two Heads are Better than one!!"
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